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Norman
 
Thomas
 
Socialist
 
Party
 
Head
 
Lectures 
Former
 
Social
 .t 
Presidential
 
Candidate
 
Speaks
 
To 
Students
 
ADVISES
 
NEW  
TEACHERS 
Asks
 
Teachers
 Not To 
Preach
 
Blind  
Patriotism
 
To 
Pupils  
lis 
DAN  
CAVANAGH 
 ! 
r, 
rtr, to be vete('
 
 
:ht. enl, alternative would 
le 
: 
1.
 I 
them
 out
 and
 to 
confiwate
 
their
 
et 
rts 
--Normen  
Thoma,
 
10 
, h made 
before
 
1200 
dant.
 
30.1
 
1.11 
idly 
members in the 
Morre  
Lathe
 
meliteriuna  
yesterda.y. 
morn...
 
 li..M745. 
twice  
Candidate
 10r 
111  .1 
the United States for
 
 1..1.111..
 stated that he fevered
 
orar;., r rri
 n I0e 
CaPieillid-5  if 
they
 are 
sae!: 
..; 
t.:  office, 
unless they offer 
 . 
r. 
.Williarn Poytress, 
heel
  
: social  Science 
department.  
icr 
! 
I home,. 
NEW
 WORLD WAR 
:hat until recently. Mu-
th -at- I 
liven kept in the realm 
of
 
..leut all matters of history in 
e la, 
MIL1h1 CallSe a contr.,-
vere. All didiuted
 parts of history.
 he 
eta: v been
 left out betause 
the 
eur, !.: 
history  has been, not to 
mes,.  wn the 
truth. but to make 
111.00 .American citizens. 
In 
a quotation 01 11 G. Wells. 
that Histery  of the world will 
be 
a rare between 
edutation and catas 
treliiii-e
 Thomas expleined the word 
"education   used here did WA mean a 
formal Mutation. Because of the large 
number
 ye people
 in Germany
 with a 
formal education. German nationalism
 
threatens
 the peace of 
the world
 He 
said that the students must be given all 
set,  and think for themeelves 
It., 
stated
 
that  
we are in the 
revelution
 at lb.. present 
Ilv ovl that there are many forms 
o 
soli:Gen.
 White 
supreme,  
s :mat suit ide in 
the  World 
.7 
' .1  
a racial
 revolution.
 
! CDENTS 
IN DARKNESS 
.n is not an adequate 
mote,  
 . 
poverty
 and 
rare hatred 
dtal. Because 
of
 nationalism 
new world war  
threaten.  
'., 
.0 
arise. There
 is a potent 
 ei world goods.
 
awl 
.1.:ventis
 on 
sharine 
them 
. 
an-
Party
 
Tonight  First 
Function
 
Sponsored
 
By 
Commerce  
Club 
nveetine.
 in the term ol 
1st,.
 he 
held.
 Friday. 
October  20. 
..rt 
Department,
 
by
 the 
nese 
Club.
 
i, open 
to all persons in 
'''" 
vvmmerce 
work.  
1 
entertainment,  
San Jose 
!aril,
 
Dr.  
Guy G. 
George, 
r 
oxide! 
of his 
favorite  
%et-
ch. 
Arthur  
Kelley will speak 
Ziegler's
 
Campus orchestra 
.1.pis
 
the
 
music 
throughout  
the 
1,1 
additltin.
 there 
will be 
table 
te 
Y.. 
',role,.
 
and  
games.
 
1!it.
 
,--,,,n
 
will  
be by 
incitation
 only.
 
th 
a.,
 
limitation
 has 
been placed on 
nice, 
r 
late
 
only
 
those 
interested  are 
!re.,
 
to 
ien
 
up.
 
PHI
 
KAPPA
 
PI 
1. 
.a 
belutiful
 home
 
of
 
Miss Betty 
. 
 
reels
 
of the
 
Phi  
Kappa  Pi 
rtained
 
many  
guests on 
"nine
 
at
 a 
patpaurrie
 
partY
 
ali.
 
II,
 
len
 
'Mad/anal
 
received 
the 
PRESIDENT
 
COVELLO
 
THANKS
 
COLLEGE
 
Y.W.C.A.
 
The
 
service
 
rendered  by 
the 
Y.W.C.A.
 
in 
bringing  
that  
emin-
ent
 
personality,
 
Norman
 
Thomas,
 
to 
spek  
to 
our
 
assembled
 
stu 
dent.
 is 
worthy
 
of 
particular
 
note
 
It 
again
 
stamps  the 
Y.
 
W.
 
C.A.
 
une
 
of 
our most 
active  
organisations,
 
nd 
on behalf 
of 
the 
Assoeiated
 
Students  1 wish
 to 
express
 
my 
sincere
 
thanks
 to 
those 
who  
were
 
intrumental
 in 
bringing
 
him  
here.
 
FRANK
 COVELLO, 
President
 
A.S.S.J.S.C.  
PRINCIPLES
 
OF 
FAIRS  
INVOKED
 
TO 
PROVIDE 
IDEAS
 FOR
 
1:1IRILS'
 
JINX 
,rn 
 
Cnllege
 
women 
arc 101 
dr-11  1:. 
vrinual
 
Women's  
Jinx bv lie bre! 1 ar in the Wo-
men',
 Com 
at
 rr, 
..r,  
Friday,
 Octo-
ber :7. 
The Jinx is le 
evor.snred
 by the 
0 IT111 1 
an extitine 
event  a -State 
Fair' 
as it.  entril then, 
v!,,,..
 
(if all 
sorts  
i 
a  1.r  ..!.! m 
.isen,
 an 
a 
previa  ir 
ears on!! r, -The Jazz-
ettv--, sc .11 supply th! 
Three
 Thines are e . I 
brine  a 
"white 
vIv-phant"  eriepts! 17. paper; 
wear 
sem.  wird pi (return,. and 
bring
 
if 
possible.  snme sort 
of
 animal  to be ex-
hibited in the stock show. 
.Ans. hite elephant will dn. Just 
bring  something you don't want. 
have  it 
auctirtned
 
riff  
at
 the 
great  
audinn
 to 
helrl at the State Fair. and 
get 
snme-
thing 
you want
 in retcrrn. 
 
prize will bc. ;risen for the best 
costume. and
 one will be elven 
to thy 
rowner
 nf the best -behaved
 animal 
The 
animal- ma, be 
el ans. kind 
A.W.S.
 
Sponsors
 
Women's
 
Meet
 
Tuesday
 at 11 
Excellent
 Program
 Is 
Arranged  
For  
Enjoyment
 of 
All 
College
 
Co-eds  
  
CO-EDS
 URGED
 TO 
COME  
Coach  
DeGroot,  
Mrs.  Knapp
 
Featured  
Speakers
 of 
Entertainment
 
The 
Assetiattal Women
 Students are 
sponsoring
 
a 
gicantic assembly
 next 
luesrlaj..
 Oitolrer
 
24.  at II o'clock in the 
Merin 
Dade, 
Auditorium
 Honored
 
euests 
xill 
be Coath
 Dudley  
DeGroot  
and 
Mrs 
Maude  Knapp of the college 
faculty.
 
All women 
dtelents 
are 
rarnestly in-
vited 
to 
attend  
this gatherine. 
as the A. -
W S 
°filters  have 
secured
 a very 
enter-
taining  
wrier:cm,  and they hope to make 
the 
mretin,  
plr.ssant way of orien-
tine the 
suomen
 
to 
their
 
surroundings.
 
reach 
Dud  
Dellroot,
 whose
 Spartan 
des, n 
rontmerrd
 
the 
Pacific  Tigers 
last 
Saturday, 
will  
explain
 the 
fundamentals
 
vd 
fovehall
 
After  hearing
 
him speak 
our 
FACULTY WATER COLOR
 
May
 
Have
 
No 
Series  
WORK ON DISPLAY
 
THIS
 
Of
 
Concerts  in 
1933
 
WEEK IN ART 
BUILDING  
Says
 
Music  
Committee
 
A, its share 
in
 the 
celebration
 of 
net 
NUTS 
GET-TOGETHER
 
Lack of Student 
Inierest
 
Cause
 
Of Decision By 
Faculty
 
lona! art week, the art department of 
Committee
 
v olors by Estella Hoisholt, and Daniel 
TO 
BE 
HELD  
TUESDAY.
 
_  
the college is exhibiting this week, water 
Mendelowitz, members of the depart 
rnent faculty. 
I If Ticket Sale 's 
Unsuccessful
 
Subjects
 include sketches of Carmel 
DIRECTED
 BY 
MENGEL  
Concert  
Series
 Will Be 
and San 
Francisco
 as well as several ei 
this
 valley. The exhibit is in room one 
of the
 art 
building;  it is 
open 
to all stu-
dents and to the 
public from nine to 
fiye
 daily except Tuesday,
 and will re-
main for the balance
 of this week. 
An additional
 exhibition of Soap 
SLulpture
 is shown in the 
ease
 in the 
outer halla
 collection 
sent
 tri the de-
partment
 by the National Srairl Sr11111-
turc 
Committee,  which 
3.early
 orean-
izes a 
competition  of sculpture in this 
medium. The pieces shocen by the de-
tiartment represent the best of this na-
tion-wide
 
contest.  
An 
cchibit to 
create  inter,-,
 e 
pictures
 is now being 
held
 at 
Dorman's  on 
First 
Street 
1.011 
cntels 
should hase 
no difficulty in de- sewed 
by the National Picture !hod! re 
riding when tr. ;hen or groan the next and will 
continue  
until  
the
 
time the
 St,artitn- take
 the field. 
of 
October,
 
Mr- Nteeic 
Knapp,
 head of the 
Wo.
 
Ans.  one
 in Santa Clara teee.,
 
i
 el-
IntM l'1,- tl 
education 
department,
 
Wilde  
to
 exhibit Many fermv.r dutlents 
will 
speak 
on 
sports,
 and 
this
 
and eraduates of San Jose State
 are pre -
should !neve 
ineresting
 
to 
everyone
 
stating exhibitions,
 
amone  
which  are; 
prrtent.
 
Anita Pearson. Dorothy 
Stelline, Fan-
. 
nie  Archer. Helen McClure
 and Mar -
The prvieram ef 
entertainment,  ar-
mired  by Julio Browhart, 
is as fol- Wiebf' 
Mr Charles Harmon. a 
San Jose land. 
lows:  
<cape painter is exhibiting 
some of his  
ReadingEva Beryl Tree. 
hown landscapes. Among other 
',paean 
Tufe,blers--Jane  
Aenben4 contributors are Mrs. alert. Riets whn 
%era 
Moss. Virginia 
Miner.  Mardell 
specializes in miniature portraits. Mr. 
Kirsch. Gladys Whitney. Dorothy Todd. 
/eft. Cuttinc. a landscape artist. Mr 
Mei.
 
 
fat,  
Ort 
heti  ra 
Mendelowitz, exhibiting scenes from 
 
Guadalupe Mines. and Mr- E Hoils 
_ . 
Pi Omega Pi To Have
 
..!,. Redwood scene. 
or 
, olor
 t r 
animate
 Of inanim 
rov rem .rte ,. 
ineludine
 
kangarees 
and  
valuer, e.hatever they 
m 
is
 le ! 
are ins 
dv
 a 
v.. a!tompany
 their 
mitreoe  
. 10 
110 
how of the 
Stab F.te 
ini  ^   
for the prize 
_ 
Thompson
 
Announces
 
Proposed
 
Reductions
 
Of
 S. 
J. 
S. 
Course  
Fees  
1101e111  
tie 
tr. 
ION'eeed  
^. ,11 I 1,1er 
move
 for 
mat, 
t4. 
Mr 
Thompson.
 
?h.  r 
,rz two 
paramount
 
reasons
 for 
the 
ole 
r. am; 
namely.
 that 
more  
economy
 
is 
; tired in 
die 
deepartment.
 
ei the
 
college 
than
 
in
 the 
past, 
and 
that
 the 
eupplies
 
are 
noe  
up
 tit 
normal
 
and
 are 
to 
be
 kept
 ei 
without
 any
 large
 
additional
 costs 
In 
the 
past, 
stated
 
Thompson,
 
Col.  
lege
 
funds  were 
always
 
surpisinels
 
do
 
pleated
 
by 
lack  
of 
supplies,
 
which  
al -
3y5
 was a 
hardship
 
to 
the 
budget.
 
Now,
 
however,
 the
 
supplies
 
arc
 
tom-
plete.
 and
 
except
 for
 the
 
filling
 
of 
na-
tural
 and 
necessary
 
orders  
in 
the 
sup-
ply 
room.  
no 
terve
 
bills
 
will  
confront
 
those 
who 
are 
in 
charge
 
01
 
financt.
 
No 
outstanding
 
reductinns
 
have
 
been
 
made
 
in
 any
 one
 
department.
 
but
 
an 
ef-
fort
 
has 
been 
merle  
b. 
distribute
 
the  
tut 
fairly
 
throughout
 
the  
merge.
 
To
 
student
 
who 
find 
it 
particularly
 
"hard
 
deriding"
 
when  
they
 
receive
 
their
 
col-
lege
 fees, 
the 
anneunrement
 
will  
come
 
with 
no 
little
 
cheer.
 
Mr
 
thempein
 
stand
 
that  
the  
fast
 
date
 
oi 
pasment
 
will  
be 
on
 
October  
t, and 
due
 
to
 
the 
tardiness
 
in
 
mail-
ing 
of
 
bills.  
the
 
final  
(late
 
of 
payment
 
has
 
been  
pesiponed
 
until
 
Nosember
 
I. 
tan
 
the
 last
 
afterneen.
 
NIrt E 
Benner  
Dinner This 
Evening
 
give some fortunate lc mon
 a ;lesser 
All members Oi Pi Onwea Pi, Nat- -11. v shade 
tier,' !a nor fraternity, will nwet at the 
Mad 
Im., i 
at
 SAO this Friday recta 
it 2 r hig Italian famil.
 dor:, r 
NI, r A111 PleaSe 
'ti 11` 
  :10 
- office between ".. 
Tonight is the Ia. time that 
tti end of which 
timo d  you will have  chnce to see tht 
rt. e,,ported
 in cars to 
the /lot.] rousing dometie comedy,
 
-The  
:.r. ',I to eat
 "loads-.
 Tht. dinrcr 
Shownff- that the Speech 
Arts  
 e ill last approximatels tee depertment is presenting in the 
.r- 
1.1ertion of 
officers will take 
Lillie Theater. Last night  
large  
lid a general
 prngram of rais crowd witnessed the
 appearence 
11.!- tor the fraternits will be enthusiastically, indicating that a 
t 
outlined.  
(Bring 
your pen- cpimity audience will attend
 the 
and 
dimes  for
 the 
1,1,  
performance 
again  tonight. 
The  
cerfaie rises et eight fifteen. 
'SHOW-OFF' TO BE 
REPEATED
 
THIS 
EVENING 
COLLEGE
 FINANCIAL 
PROBLEMS 
ARE DISCUSSED
 AT PREXY 
MEET 
 th, :mow!, 
i ,ht. , 
r, -,.,t 
aatherities
 in th(Y department vvf arranvernent will. of titurse le 
 .en takes 
a very 
decided I hanue
 ertat 
inconvenience  to all 
concerned
 
near 
tutus?  San Jose 
State
 Cel-  
here. and will rause man!: delas.s in get 
a Leine one of the 
most unfortun. tin, the material, we need. 
vi, lem-lations 
which  has been the lot Hereafter. if the new idea is carried 
heal institution
 ter many through to a finish, it will be necessary 
menthe
 
as
 the result  of  the 
Presidents' to 
send all collections which the col-
a.. cum in San Francisco 
last week. lege makes to Sacramento. and after 
There
 Ls a 
steady 
tendency on the
 part they 
arrive in the capitol city it will 
,v.mt.  of the officials to force 
us 
to 
take unlimited time and explanation
 
to 
ertil
 all 
class trust funds 
to 
Sacramento, 
secure an order 
for  
expenses  Until 
now. 
which  will mean a tie-up in the 
mat-
 rental fees which have been 
collected 
or el 
independent 
purchasine.
 
as
 well as in 
the  music department have been kept 
.1 great
 
check  
on the individual
 
eavings.  in San Jose to
 be used in busing new 
Class trust funds for 
there
 of you 
music and instruments  Money  collected 
eh', are 
not familiar 
with 
thc. term, 
in the librars ter
 overdue books has 
are 
the sums 
of
 
mines
 collected from 
been used in thr 
purchasing  of 
new 
...urse fen, breakage 
fees,  rental lees. volumes 
for
 the librart. Under the new
 
and 
the like. 
Heretofore
 we 
have 
organ- 
plan, all this mines. must be kept in 
lied the class
 trust 
funds  
hen.
 in 
order 
the 
treaeurs.
 at Sacramento, and 
will 
be
 free
 to 
spend 
the  
amounts
 
nnly
 he available for um 
after 
numer-
Promptly
 
for  
supplies
 
needed  for 
the
 
mix  
delays 
anti 
ecplanations
 
serious 
classes.  
Dr MacQuarrie 
repressed  the hnpe 
Most 
retent 
instructions
 seem 
tn 
yesterday 
that at the next meeting of 
tate
 that 
we
 shall le. 
compelled 
td ',end 
class 
trust 
funds
 to 
Sacramento.
 
Ac 
MaY 
Ale 
to
 1.01r. 
cording to 
Dr. 
T. W. 
MacQuarrie. 
who 
nal  this 
annoying  
difficulty.
 
1 men's
 fret
-together,  
the first 
of a 
'1" 
t` 
o rive 
of 
three 
events
 
for  
men
 
students
 
n'er  
 
enls 
eel be 
held  
in
 the Nines
 Gem. 
,th1-:
 
 U.' 
. 
Tuesday. Oct. 24,
 under the
 
direciien
 
I 
(teen 
so wile 
of 
Jack  Mengel.
 The 
purpose
 of the 
met.tine
 
is
 
exactly  
as 
stated,
 It is to be a 
'lif`i'fn  
tirket terw 
on ,t1. ' 
vet -together,  
with  
plenty  
of music and 
t  t h. 
t 
ontertainment,  
and no 
ballyhoning
 of 
. 
while iwen to attempt Die 
i.esereation
 
other
 events, 
and 
no 
announcements
 
Charles  
Goddard.  
(lean
 of 
men,
 said 
".
 
.1 
special  
effort  still 
e 
tw.w. 
many more men 
are in attendance 
v"..,;;.1 
the
 
commi 
 
ern  
that this
 get-together
 W011111 
nhOW
 
here 
now  than a 
ieW Years 
ago.  When 
en'u".  
trtrtts 
thi, 
 
the 
college
 was in  
its  infancy. 
there
 
were 
but a 
dozen  
male students. 
Now t...e 
Pr"1"1th.  
Will
 Ire definitel 
ihe number
 of men runs
 well neer 1100
 
At the 
get-tneether,  the
 band anti the 
fine 
nin  
glee club 
will furnish musie 
and sineing. 
violinist  
and  to, 
A 
wrestlinc
 
match will 
follow
 Duffles. Frand.'"
 
DeGroot, Erwin Fllesh and 
Charles  
Lhevinne,  
fame 
coach. namely, varsity and freshman 
eathur 
Johns,
 
seccured  
tor  
Walker will introduce the
 teams they 
football and soccer teams 
After this five grenn 
will come a number of novelty featum.
 men.' iie;! 
Menvel said 
that this is to be 
the  ties. 
first of three
 events. The next III a 
turkey feed, to be held the Tuesday 
Extension
 
before 
Thanksgiving. The third event 
is the 
annual  Men's Mixer to 
be
 held 
early  in December under 
the direction 
of the 
physical  education majors. 
National 
Journalism  
Fraternity
 Seeks 
New Chapter
 Here 
Alpha Phi Gamma. ti 
telt., 
journalism 
frail  rt,.. 
ited Dr 
!Ionic!,  
trt  
ire.. 
r tht 
erainization
 at - 
The matter 
has  
been
 
tti of the Times, and this t:r 
',Tin 
the nucleus 
of
 th. . - 
Nlpha Phi 
Gamin  t 
tit,.
 
Northern  
Univ.  
oieeteen chapters. 11 
, 
avers  
art at the 
l' 
t els tudents eneart  
 .11-m mas. be meml. 
,int: either a school  r 
J.vurnalism.
 
and " 
 ., - 
pessessinis at 1, 
. .1 
income  may 1. 
rs The rtilleee or 
r-1: 
0:11/liTh 
at least a 
newspaper  an 
annual. 
1 lie national convention nf the fra 
'Ain be held at Santa Barber 
v o 
College
 
(luring
 
Thanksgiyinc  week 
t r! 
t
 is hoped 
that the 
local chaptc 
%sill le.
 ready 
for install:item  at 
the,  
trer 
San 
Fracisco State 
College  and 
,rinta Barbara already have chapters 
111 students who are now servine 
r.11k.er publications 
ror have served on 
h publications are invited to enroll 
, trtt.r members of the Inral chapter 
Home -Making
 Club 
Meets 
Next Tuesday 
ihe 
new 
Home 
Making  Club 
for 
HomeMaking
 Freshmen and Transfer 
students
 will 
meet 
Tuesdas  October 
24 
in Rnom
 17 of the
 Home Making 
Build-
int/ The 
adoption of 
the 
Constitution  
will be the main 
business.  Plans bar 
future 
mntings 
will  
also  
be discussed 
All 
students  who
 are 
Home 
Making
 
Frrtehmen or Transfer students
 are in 
sited to this meeting 
and caved to be-
come a member
 of the New Home
-
Making  Club 
Course  
Planned
 for 
State 
By
 College
 Head 
eeri  
n. 
Ir.t= 
Pr, 
: 
the  
the
 
 
be the r 
ten,
 
tha. 
near. 
Thr
 
dr.  
San
 
inst.  
;;Ist
 
feu  
nv
 cro 
Fr,' 
'hi 1..1 
ti, 
an , 
14r 
San 
 
111iss
 
rtdaes s 
the S.101 
held  in t 
cal  
i 
Oct
 21 
me! : 
I, 
T 
NI et., 
attend.
 
h, 
attsnd
 
 ! 
!I 
, 
robable
 
that
 
m 
be 
able
 
to 
Forfeited
 fot 
Year 
11 
441 
SPARTAN
 
SPASMS
 
By 
" 
MURDOCK
 & 
BISHOP
 --
 
U'hat happen,
 when two teams 
with
 
fine
 
defensive
 reputations eet 
to 
gether%
 
DICK BERTRANDIAS, 
Auistant
 
\ I )1 I 'MI': 22 
1111111i
 
1 
Yi
 
i, 
!MIAMI II 1 
STEVE 
MURDOCK,  Sport Editor 
s r.vrE
 coLLEGF. 
TTAIES,
 FRID.A1", 
Of' I tiliF.Ft 
20,
 
111111111111111111
 
im 
BOB
 
LELAND.
 A 
mat  
PA.  o 2 
We hope 
that it won't be 
another
 
Spartan
 
Backfield
 
Aces 
of those 
scorekss  ties which
 dott.J 
the records of the 1930 and 
Spartans
 
The 
Spartans  have shown a 
tenden-
cy to take to the air -ways of late 
with 
no small measure 
of
 success, and this 
form of 
attack  may be their salvation 
when they run 
ur against the Ramb-
lers' 
heavy  line Saturday. 
Johnny
 Hines
 and 
George
 Enibury 
are no mean right handed MEWS 
while Rinaldo Wren and Bert Watson
 
are lads who toss creditable south-
paw spirals, giving the locals a two-
way 
overhead  game. 
Jimmy Francis, Bud Hubbard, and 
Horace Lauehlin 
are  all experienced 
pass grabbers who 
seldom miss 
--0-
Our hearts lumped a bit 
when  we 
read in the "Dady California's" that 
Pete Panetta, stellar Ra,nbler Guard 
had heen promoted to the varsity, but 
it fell again 
when we noticed
 that he 
wossld not 
be taken north 
to the 
Washington
 game and would
 he 11 -
&stable to play against 
San  Jose 
o---
San Jose is 
as
 yet 
undefeat,d  
.. 
new 
stadium.
 
Can  Dud 
Tool:  
charges
 get over 
the Rambler
 ' 
o--
The  locals can
 "shoot the
 works" 
so
 
to 
speak  Saturday
 
for 
they hate no 
gorne
 to look 
forward  to on 
the fol-
lowing
 Saturday 
and no 
Conference  
contest  until 
the  tith of 
Novensber 
which  is a 
long way
 off. 
o---
Bart 
Collins and 
"Shorty"  Sand-
holdt.
 Sparta's two great 
guards. will 
be up again.st some tough 
conapetition 
tomorrow in 
the big Rambler line.
 but 
they will 
undoubtedly
 acquit them-
selves 
nobly 
as they have in -.ors. 
game
 so far 
this  year. 
If you 
can find time 
. u: tn 
the 
preliminary  between the Fro -h and 
Mission High 
do so. If for nothing 
else, go to see 
"Vat:"  Klotavich,  Mis-
sion's 
great  backfield ace, -also is tout-
ed as axe of the best in San Francisco.
 
Coach 
Dud DeGroot has a backfield
 
man
 for 
almost
 
evert.  purpose. For in-
stance,
 if a sure 
couple of 
yards 
through the
 center are 
needed.  238 
pound 
"Same"
 Corbella is the
 man. If 
it's small. 
tricky  backs
 that are 
want-
ed, why 
Freddie
 Bennett 
and  Ray Ar-
jo are 
the 
boys. If 
it's
 blinding
 speed. 
Rinaldo 
Wren and Bert 
Wilson  fill the 
bill 
If
 backs
 who
 ran hit
 like
 
dliSa-
mite and are 
also
 elusive are called 
for.  
whs. George
 MacIsachlan and 
Fran 
eh Pura 
are  on hand. 
If its a kicker
 
and  passer. 
Gerge
 Embury. 
If it's a 
man 
who
 
ran do all of these
 things 
and
 do them 
well, it's 
Johnny  Hines 
Seats in 
the
 nest, press box at 
thr 
Stadium
 
are 
so popu/ar that Cradu-
ate 
Massager
 Web
 Benton
 has 
been 
forced 
to 
have 
regular press 
tickets
 
printed.
 No 
one will be allowed in the 
press 
box
 
without
 one of these tidies.
 
AU 
of 
which  
is a 
very 
gond 
idea, 
be. 
cause
 the
 
various
 scribes 
will  now have 
room
 
to 
write
 which WOE 'nog de-
cidedly
 
NOT
 
the  case at the 
Pacific 
game. 
We 
would  
like
 to see 
San Jose open 
athletic
 
relations
 with some of the 
schools
 
of
 
the 
Southern
 California
 
Conference
 
such
 
as
 Whittier, 
LaVeme,
 
Pomona,
 
Redlands,
 
Caltech, 
or San 
Diefo
 
State
 
These  
teams
 are of 
about 
the 
same 
calibre
 
as
 Far 
Western  
Con-
ference
 
teams
 
and  a 
little
 
post
-sea-
son
 
competition
 
between
 the  two 
leagues
 
ought
 to 
be 
interesting.
 
I 
Soccer
 
Shorts
 I 
By BOB 
LELAND 
earlie  alker 
spartans 
tangle  sat-
urday
 with liarry Maloney's 
Indians on 
the Palo 
Alto reservation.
 This is 
the 
second
 of a three game series,
 the first 
oi 
which  does not count
 in the confer-
ence 
standings.
 
The Ramblers 
would
 be a good
 name 
for this year's 
team. The) play 
three 
irames
 at home and eight away. 
They
 
to. two 
to 
San F 
MII1(1.4  0. one
 to tier 
ha, 
yet to 
make
 two trips to 
Palo Al-
iiele) and one to San 
Mateo.  
The won and lost columns to date 
fas'or State in the osming encounter. 
The Spartans hase won three and lost 
none. Stanford has lost the only two 
game, she has 
plased.  
One of those defeats was handed out 
by the well known
 Spartan, and the 
Indian will be 
out to get his golden 
scalp. 
Some
 of the Red
-shirts that may
 
cause the house
 of Sparta no end 
of
 
trouble  are forward
 linesmen 
Doding-
ton. Knecht, 
Johnson
 and Hearn. Those 
men are plenty good. Then halfbacks 
White and 
Kennedy  should keep the 
Spartans more
 than just 
interested.
 
However, 
the cause 
of 
Sparta
 is not 
without support.
 Take for 
instance  the 
forward line Of Graff,
 
Mengel.  
Jacobsen,
 
Higeins and  
Donahoo.
 They
 have play-
ed 
every 
second 
of
 the 
last 
two  games, 
and with
 a little 
fire and 
drive  they 
could be the finest
 front
 line in the 
con-
ference.
 
Take
 the halfback
 line eif 
Clemo,  Tay-
lor and 
%/Cowl. 
The  first two 
are headed 
for 
all.conferenre,  
whik the latter is just 
rettinc the knack 
of 
his  
position.
 
The 
temporary
 loss 
of Johnnie 
Stratton,
 
stellar
 
right
 
half,  is 
a 
serious
 blow
 that 
Ls lessened 
only by the presence 
of 
the 
aforementioned
 Wood. 
for
 
Ramblers
 
SPARTAN 
SOCCERMEN
 
IN 
 
Ready
 
Above are two 
of
 Coach Dud DeGroot. 
backfield  aces
 who 
will 
appear  
against Jimmy 
Hole's California Ramblers
 in the new tadium tomorrow. 
Left, (kicking)  i 
George Embury, 
diminutive
 triple threst 
star who under. 
tudies Johnny
 Hines at 
fullback. Right, is "Dee" 
Shehtanian,  
tional 
left halfback
 who 
scored one of the vital touchdown
 tht beat 
Pacific.  
Shehtanian 
has
 been suffering 
from
 the
 "flu" and
 may not liee a 
great  
deal of 
action. 
--San 
Jose News
 Photo 
Frosh  Gridders 
Tangle  
mANPEP. SYSTEM 
With 
Vaunted
 Mission 
High in Curtain  
Raiser 
VINING OUT NICILY 
Pretty 
nice.  these 
managers.  sporting 
their nift) new sweatshirts
 designating 
their 
capacity
 about the football field 
c,n game 
days. They are something new 
and nifty
 for this institution, and only. 
goes to show. that 
the  job of manager is 
gradually growing 
more coveted every 
season.
 
Will you believe it when
 we say there 
are fifteen of these ambitious gentlemen 
all giving one another a race for high-
est honors. Sounds tishy doesn't it, but 
Senior manager Elmer Stoll keeps close 
watch on the actions of his ten Soph 
managers. Each one of the Sophs are 
rated on initiative, ability to carry out 
orders. promptness, cheerfullness, and 
the 
Juniors
 have added 
one more
 to 
that list, that being executive
 ability. 
The managers are 
namely:
 Senior 
manaver. Elmer Stoll; 
Juniors,
 
Byron  
Lanphear.
 George Cash,
 
Gordon
 Hague, 
and Martin 
Sword; Sophs, 
Leo  Brun-
ing, 
Roy Rucknell, 
Willard 
LeCroy, 
Robert  Leslie, Kenneth 
Miller,
 Bob Ol-
iver, Arthur Von Zook,  Everett
 Welby, 
George 
Williams,
 and Herb
 Miller. 
We 
must give these 
boys  due credit, 
and
 
al., Manager Stoll who
 inaugur-
ated
 
the new systen5, and 
we
 must all 
feel 
sorry  
for  
Elmer,  
because
 although 
he is 
the 
big 
shot in the managerial sys-
Take 
the  
defense  
of Hayes. 
Rhines  
and tem, 
he
 
doesn't
 
even
 get a 
pansy
 to 
wmr  
Leland So far this season 
Hayes  has in his 
button
 hole.
 let alone a sweater, 
played 
fine
 ball. His kicking 
has
 
improv-
 
until  the end 
of 
the 
season.
 
ed and 
his heading 
is 
much
 
better.  
Rhlnes is steady and 
dependable.
 Le- 
INTRAMURAL
 TOUCH 
land should make All
-conference
 
goalie  
TACKLE
 
SCORES
 
for he consistently turns 
in 
a 
fine
 
game.  
If he 
would  only learn to 
come
 
out 
Results
 
of
 
teat  
night's
 intro-
atter  the hall,
 he would be 
as 
fine a 
mural play. 
goalie  as this conference 
has 
seen
 
in 
sev- Semiors--0
 
Soolss-0
 
eral
 years. 
Juniors
-6 
Frosb-0
 
Another -Bear-, 
but  one of a dif 
ferent pecies
 than that old relic 
from 
Berkeley,  will invade
 the 
Spartan 
Stadium
 t about 11:30 
to 
morrow  morning in the form 
of
 the 
Mission 
Hi
 School of San Francisco,
 
nd the 
task of subduing 
this  fero-
cious
 animal falls upon the 
*boulders
 
of the econd string of the Spartan
 
Frosh. 
The 
Mission
 
Bears 
move
 in 
with a 
strong aggregation despite injuries and 
an ineligibility, coached 
by that old 
veteran,
 "Pop" Elder.
 who upon
 his ar-
rival at the Prep
 institution, 
brought
 it 
out
 of the dumps
 and made 
it a 
yearly
 
threat 
for the city championship,
 cop  
ing the
 
crown  
several 
times,
 last sea-
son
 inclusive.
 
From all rumor. the title defenders 
are a 
powerful 
bunch,
 and certainly
 not 
a 
set-up.  The boys move from a regular 
carlisle formation 
using 
a 
single  
and 
dou Isle  wing -back , with split tackles and 
ends. They present a good passing at-
tack, made so by. Klotovich who does 
the toshing, and a set of ends well over 
six feet 
tall.  
The 
defenders  were 
scheduled
 
to re-
peat this year,
 but due to 
an ineligible 
man, 
they  were forced to 
forfeit
 
to
 Poly 
Hi, after beating them, because of an 
ineligible man playing. Commerce killed 
their 
charoes
 last week
 
with  a bitter de-
feat 
largly  
due
 to injuries
 
on the Bear 
squad 
MISSION 
STRONG 
Coeaptain
 Klotovich
 
seems  tn be the 
Mission 
big
 
gun,  and is rated 
as 
one of 
tile 
best 
prep  backs on the 
roast
 this 
'casco,
 He is a 
triple  
threat,  and will 
probably give the
 
local 
folks
 something 
of 
a 
treat  
on 
Saturday.  
Chausseur  
is
 a 241 
pound  tackle,
 
and 
I Popp is a 
much faster num,
 but weighs 
At the center oi 
the line will be Val -
and McWilliamwin 
while Nihil 
will hold 
down the 
pivot 
position.
 The 
latter is a ianilidate 
for the mythical 
all -city 
team. 
Both 
ends 
are over 
six 
foot 
tall,  and 
are a threat 
on passes. They are 
Sehsvartz and 
Wegin, while the halves 
are
 Klotovich 
and probably 
Georg -
hurl 
Albert will 
be in the Fullback
 pos-
ition. and 
F'ranchesi  calling 
signals.  
INELIGIBLES
 
AND  
INJURIES
 
The 
Mission team
 feels greatly
 the 
loss
 of 
Kirsch,  
one  of the best 
guards
 in 
the dr; 
who  acquired
 a broken
 ankle 
in a 
recent game. Kirsch 
was also co -
1 
captain.  The
 unfortunate
 ineligible
 was 
this boy 
Burgess. 
but  there is 
a chance 
' that he 
might see 
action against
 the 
',Spartans.  
SPARTANS
 SWEAT
 
The
 San Jose 
Raises have 
been work-
ing out 
all week
 in 
preparation  
for the 
Bears, 
and  it is 
likely 
that
 they 
should 
enter  the 
game 
as
 
favorite's.
 
However,  
I the
 
fart
 
that  the second 
team
 
will play 
I the greater part of 
the
 
game  
limits 
their 
r 
hanc es. 
' 
According  
to 
Mesh,  
this
 may
 give 
some
 
of the larls 
who  
have 
been  
on
 
the  
bench
 most 
of 
the 
time
 a 
chance 
to 
show 
what  
they
 have.
 
PROBABLE
 
LINEUPS
 
SAN 
JOSE  
MISSION 
Sherwin  
LLTRGR
 
McWilliamPasoPPn
 
LER
 
Schwartz
 
DKIC h  e  Py o r 
Lo 
ehr
 
C 
0 r 
Maynard  
, Hollis 
:Seeders 
Lospurim
 
Nihil
 
RGL 
Valencia
 
RTL 
REL 
LHR 
Cha
  
Wegin 
Franchisi
 
Getorghotti
 
Allert , 
SECOND
 
INDIAN
 
MAD
 
AT 
"FARM" 
SATIN
 
Stanford
 Indian 
Scapls  
Spart5n
 
is the hope of Coach
 
Harry
 'V 
head chief 
of the 
Stanford
 
dians.
 The Redskins
 are
 
out  
the 
insult  handed
 them 
lay  tl 
spartans
 two weeks  
ago,  
who, 
dian lost 
some of 
his scalp lo,k 
On the 
other  hand, 
Coaa
 
' Walker of the locals 
is 
just 
' 
that
 his 
charges  
will
 removo 
of the Indians 
hair  
He 
is not . 
ing. is 
this
 genial 
mentor,  he 
ing 
his  boys harcl
 in prepars,
 
tills contest 
and he is 
leaving 
s 
,..n:
 
to chance. 
SPEEDS
 UP 
OFFENSE 
The Spartan 
forward
 wall,
 which
 
has  
I been taking 
things too easy 
the
 
last
 
few
 games,
 has been 
speeded 
up. The 
halfback 
line is working
 on 
an 
ek. 
vated  pass
 that is 
calculated  
to
 
place
 
the hall 
in
 front of the 
goal  and
 
out  
of 
reach 
of
 the 
fullbacks.  
In
 practice 
this has 
worked,  much to 
the 
dismay
 of 
the 
goalies.  
The fullbacks
 have been
 moved far. 
ther 
up
 the field to 
back  up the oi-
fense. In 
the past, too 
often  the halves 
and 
fonvards  
got  the 
ball
 down 
the 
field only
 to have the 
opposing  
full-
backs boot 
it
 right back. 
The State 
backs 
always waited 
for  the ball and 
thereby lost 
valuable tirne and 
distance.  
A 
fine trio of 
fullbcks  should keep
 
the
 Stanford 
forwards
 from 
getting
 
man). shots at the goal This 
trio iE 
(..mpe,,eti  
of Hayes,  Rhines and 
Wood,
 
although the latter may play h5lf-
bark if 
Johnnie
 Stratton's ankle does 
not respond 
to treatment. 13esides 
Hayes 
and 
Rhines.  there is Taylor at crow
-
half. Doug 
seems to have a faculty for 
hoing  at the right spot at the riAt 
He has .saved many a -coo '. 
.11IT hemline 
and kicking. 
I;oti Clemo
 at the left 
halfleiil.  
.inpletes the defensive
 unit. 
Clem.,  
.Yas 
MI-Conferenre
 left half last
 
ye.ir 
1,11.:i,is,ea.n5ohnis
 way to the :ame 
,.. 
STANFORD STRONG
 
The sons of the Stanford 
14, 
not what 
could  be called 
weak
 
The:. 
have several men from 
South  
Arie 
s,a 
men who
 played this 
game
 
ol 
4.:n 
kiiking
 before most of us 
had 
a 
retie.  
They. know
 their
 soccer 
and 
Coach
 Slal 
oney
 
always  turns 
out a fine 
team.  
Two years
 ago 
they
 
won  the 
charnn-
ionship
 and last year they
 were 
runner
 
up to 
the 
Dons
 of 
San  
Francisco
 
In 
earh 
instance
 their main
 stays
 
were
 
s 
pair
 
of strong 
fullbacks
 
and 
a 
fine
 
goalie.
 Last year King
 
at
 
goal
 and 
Washburn
 and 
Brekelbaum 
at 
fulbacks
 
were
 
accorded
 
AIIConference
 
mention
 
This
 
year  they 
have 
lost
 
all '' 
and the
 new 
men 
have not tin ' 
that 
won recognition
 for the 
first
 
tr, 
However, 
they
 demonstrated
 
in 
the 
S 
roaumghe
 olnhatthethoepYpol.shalitti 
wfor7cat'll:' 
The Dons
 
won  
the 
game
 by 
a 
score  ni 
2 0 
By 
a 
similar 
count
 the 
Cards
 
lost
 
to 
San
 
Jose.
 That may
 
mean
 
that
 
they.
 
hase 
improved
 a 
Int 
in two
 
weeks,
 
or 
e( I; sew ft hat 
S F. is 
weak,  
a supposi-
to 
win its
 second
 
conference
 
victory.
 
tion 
that  
is 
a 
trifle  hard to 
believe.
 
The 
probable
 
line.ups.
 
At any 
rate, State will 
have
 
to 
hustle
 
1.W 
Doelinelon
 
hnne,cnhr:
 
Kennedy
 
iosInItz'ra,',Iurness
 
Gomel
 
Vs'hite
 
Newman
 
kolus
 
Mengel
 
Jacobsen
 
Higgins
 
Donahoo  
Clemo
 
Taylor 
Wood
 
Hayes
 
Rhinn
 
Leland
 
LI 
CF
 
RW 
1.11 
CH 
RH 
I.F
 
RF' 
1.1 
in 
Jo, 
SP' 
110. 
fro 
De, 
tea 
,n11 
ha, 
the 
the 
jun 
tha 
fon
 
1 
tho 
bet 
The 
of 
nigl
 
Spa
 
bee 
to
 
the 
elk  
the
 
Asti
 
spa 
Tot 
you 
Inel  
ing 
San  
she 
doo 
Ms 
A 
a 
t, 
leit
 
wen 
 I VI L 
Loll
 
Et
 4. I 
I 
\IF,
 
1", 
( 
iliER 2h), 
2 
r.. 
'the
 
,1
 
; lae 
t 
tire
 
5 
,i 
In 
le S 
be 
ards
 
e of 
lost
 
they 
1, Or 
oasis 
ustle
 
y. 
gton
 
r 
0,1
 
Injuries  
May
 
Spartan
 
Chances
 
COACHING
 
sTur
 WITS  
EOM
 
AS
 
INJURIES
 
CRIPPLE
 
STATE
 SQUAD
 
By 
GIL 
BISHOP
 
One
 
down
 
nd  
plenty
 to go! With 
die
 
first
 
tough
 
hurdle,
 
that 
of
 
Pacific
 
behind,
 
the
 
Spartans
 
face
 the
 
second
 
in 
so
 
many
 
week  
whets they 
meet
 
Jimmy
 
Hole's
 
California
 Ramblers  
at 
Spartan
 
Stadium
 
tomorrow  
after-
noon.
 
Augmented
 by 
 few 
additions 
from
 
the  
CI  
Varsity,  
the Rambier 
team
 
looks
 
to 
be 
dark
 cloud on the 
DeGroot
 
horison.
 
Set-ups
 for 
no 
tesm,
 
the
 
Berkeley
 squad
 has 
been
 
installed
 
f.orite  
over
 the 
Wash  
ington
 
Square
 
contingent.
 
spa,:
 
 
DeGroot
 and Hubbard 
'.1ing 
a let -down
 in 
team
 
auk. 
hoping  to 
keep  the 
to the 
peak
 attained 
against 
 n The 
tombined 
effect  of 
 Pacific 
victory,  and in-
, ;,,t a 
dent  into the 
form
 
1., 
Stocktonians  
home
 in de-
1OLGH 
SCRIMMAGES  
Arrk 
the  Spartans sent 
t. 
era' 
touch scrimmages, 
1th
 
,r,,r
 
-quad  and against 
the
 Frost). 
The
 
NI 
na.e.  nieht affair was 
just one 
eu thing.. but each succeeding
 
hh2h! 
hreacht
 
improvement.
 and
 now 
Soar tr. 
1,-ites
 are 
considerably
 
brighter.
 
Th man power of 
the  State team has 
been 'tit down 
by injuries 
and sickness 
to a spot 
where the 
head
 man has 
to 
figure things
 to a nicety in 
order to give 
the 
Ramblers  more than they can 
han-
dle -11," Shehtanian was caught 
in 
the att..: 
of flu and will not SeC 
much
 
 
trniirrow.  This puts the kit 
half
 
spot on the shoulder
 of the "Tricky" 
Turk
 Freddy Bennett and that rising 
younc flash. 
Francis Pura. Both 
boys 
looked
 
toted 
against 
Pacific 
but are be-
ing 
menaced
 by another upstart, one
 
Filice, who is getting back into 
shape after being out with a shoulder 
injur, 
\ tit,. 
Saturday's  winning 
touch-
d-oa
 
h,
 ro. is down 
with
 
a bad cold and 
3 th, horn voice, which means Tobe 
Mad., 
Han 
will 
be
 in 
the starting
 line-
u p 
s,
 
inlay.
 Rinaldo Wren 
and  Burt 
Uatson
 
to' to be reckoned
 with how-
ever 
al(l,  
the 
two 
left-handers
 looking
 
e1 s, rimmage. Roth boys 
are 
long
 
and DeGroot  
looks
 
to
 them 
 ',rash
 
the 
fireworks  
Saturday  Red 
%k   has been playing good ball at 
>,.! 
CORBELLA
 ONLY 
QUARTER  
della seems to be the only 
 shepe and the 
big boy 
 ' 
t, a rra 
r.  :IC 
IRKID 
RIE  
De
 . 
rated  
by 
Floyd  Ret 
N 0 W 
"Saturday
 
Millions"
 
,,,r
 
 
beg
 football 
romane.
 
filmed
 
from
 
the
 Saturday 
Evening 
P061
 
Autry
 
and 
starring
ROBERT
 
YOUNG
 
LEILA
 
HYAMS
 
ANDY
 
DEVINE
 
nd
 
All  
Amerielsn
 grid 
men  
Al_So 
BUCK
 
JONES
 
en
 Ins
 
wester.
 
Me
 
drama
 
"THRILL
 
HUNTER"
 
Fleet
 
Footed
 
Spartan
 
 
Rinaldo
 
Wren,
 fleet 
footed 
Spar-
tan halfback,
 who
 
may 
have  chance 
to 
show
 
his 
hall 
carrying  bility 
in the gme 
with  
the 
California Ram 
biers 
tomorrow 
afternoon.
 
Wren
 
works 
in st 
right 
halfback
 with 
George
 
Mstl-sthIsa,
 Ray 
Arjo,  Red
 
Wool,  nd 
Bert 
Watson.  
morrow 
Ihlo-  Wolfe
 has been 
bothered 
by 
a bad shoulder a 
ha, 
Howard  
Wol-
fing. and 
1,1,1(.0,1.
 
DeGroot
 
will  not 
give 
either  mud. 
work.
 Jack Kellogg
 
looks to be definitely out 
of the Ram-
bler game
 with an injury 
known
 et h-
nically as 
a sacro.ilwr 
sprain.  
Johnn.
 Hines is the 
choice at 
fo,: 
back, 
the Modesto 
thnamiter  shown,
 
plenty in practice and 
more  in actual 
Embury and Dave Barr 
are rirht on Mart' heels and should get 
into the Rambler struggle. Embury is 
picking  up in fight anti Barr in exper-
iencea little of each is putting the 
boys right in the money. 
Captain Bud Hubbard and Jim Fran-
cis will be probable nomines tr the end 
post 
tomorrow.
 Hubbard turned in his 
hest game thus 
far  last Saturday and 
Mould
 be AM to the races. Francis is 
also rounding into 
shape,
 anti with Flor-
a, Laughlin to back him 
up, the Spar-
tan, have 
little
 weafiness an the 
flanks.
 
Vs'alden  Jennings who 
has  been seeing 
plent.  of service 
suffered
 a wrenched 
knee 
in scrimmage and may
 not see 
action against 
the Bear 
eleven.
 
TACICLES  
Merle 
Buehler  
have 
been  
pla.ina
 
the recular tat 
Lk
 
po 
salons
 and 
should
 
1 in the startina 
lineup 
With 
Ilarr. 
II
 arliman,
 who 
stumbhal 
into
 
print Pie. 
week, 
and big 
-Moose"  Saunders 
in r -erve,
 
DeGroot
 
fortified  to 
deep at the 
tackles. 
The 
two 
'land be 
Bart  Collins and 
Karl 
SantihtItla
 
are  'Notated 
to
 give 
Httle's  
men 
antIther
 
do -t of what they 
handed to the 
Staec
 hat 
ktield men. 
To 
these  
two
 
boy:
 
Mould
 go 
a 
great 
deal  
Ili 
credit  fen 
the 
victory
 over the Titters. 
Two
 fast 
running 
guards 
make 
life mis-
erable for
 the 
Pacific  
passers  
and
 they 
were
 
Collins
 and 
Sandholdt.
 
Ralph
 
McNees.
 the 
instrument
 
who  
 ,rted the
 last 
touthdown
 march Sat-
,. 
will 
toss
 
thr 
pigskin
 
to the back-
: 
tOITIOrrtW  
The 
sophomore  
pivtt
 
has 
hen 
pla.ing  
great 
ball 
all  sea 
lioth 
tn 
deftnse
 and 
ttlfense.
 Jett. 
aker 
tinall.  
rounding  back 
into
 
;(e 
after  
being  
slowed
 up 
by a 
broken  
 
The  
rsperiented
 
peninsula  
center 
 spected
 to 
el... 
MOO'S 
any 
rtliry 
led
 
1morrow's 
game  
should 
show 
us 
 
how  
the
 
Spartans
 
really  
rate.  
They  
er. 
',laving 
a 
team 
slightly
 below 
the
 
alibre 
of thr
 Cal 
Varsitya
 
team
 
strenethened
 by 
the 
addition
 of 
 - 
of 
Inaram's
 varsity
 
men.  
The
 : 
team
 on the 
schedule.
 Can 
the 
Eta,  
Hubbard
 eleven 
do 
the  
trick?  
Ramblers
 
Ready 
for 
Hardest
 
Game
 
of 
Season 
Tomorrow  
BERKELEY,
 
Ott.  
a0The Califor-
nia 
Ramblers
 
Saturday take 
on
 their 
hardest
 
game
 of 
the 
season thus far
San 
Jose
 
State,
 
defending  champions of 
the  Far 
Western
 
Conference.
 
The 
game 
will  be 
played  in the new 
San 
Jose 
State 
Stadium,
 starting at 2,30 
o'clock.
 
Comparative
 scores 
give 
Coach  
Dud  
DeGroot's
 
team
 
all the 
best of it.
 The 
college
 eleven 
thOcated
 College
 of the 
Pacific 
12 to 
6.
 
while  the 
Ramblers
 op-
ened 
their 
season
 
with  a 3 to 
0 loss to 
Coach  Alonzo 
Stagg's  Stockton outfit. 
However,
 the 
Ramblers  
boast 
a stout
 
defnse
 No 
opponent
 
has 
crossed
 their 
goal line 
this  
>ear 
(the C.O.P. 
game  was 
thaaeltal  
by 
a 
field  
goal) and the 
San 
Jose 
ele.'en,  
steam:
 
as it is may find 
running
 plays 
hard to 
work. 
The 
Rambler
 
will
 leave 
Berkeley  Sat 
urda. 
morning
 
hy bus with about 35 
players
 on 
the 
squad.
 
Looking
 
at the 
season  
records,
 The 
Ramblers
 lost to 
CO.P.  but 
have
 won 
from 
the Santa 
Barbara
 Athletic 
Club
 
and Fresno
 State College. 
San Jose has 
lost to Stanford
 f .'anity 
and to Sac-
raneento junior college, but has la,,n im-
pressively from S. F. State and C.0 P. 
Coach James Hole today named his 
probable Rambler lineup as 
follows,  
Richie Hay, left end; 
Joe  Detract', left 
tackle; Crosby Reedy, left guard; Ver-
non !tall center; Pete Panella, rieht 
guerd;
 
Milo  
Mallory,  right tackle; 
George
 Mackey, right end; Tony Dut-
riz, quarterback; Dick Moyor, left 
half ; Bob Eitel, right half ; ahri Will 
Smith, fullback. 
Hay and Mackey are comparatively 
new to the Ramblers, since both started 
that
 Elmer
 
Bob Clemo, tar 
left
 halfback on 
Coach 
Walker's
 
Spartan soccer 
team, 
who will
 be seen in action in  re-
turn
 match with Stanford tomorrow. 
Tomorrow
 
Spartan
 Soccer Star 
the season with the varsity. Hay played 
about 50 minutes against Fresno last 
week and covered himself 
with  
glory  by 
booting
 a 
punt 72 
yards in the 
air from 
behind his own goal line. Dame% a 
former center, has played little time at 
the 
tackle position, but Mallory' is a vet -
ran. Panetta. 
running  guard, is expected 
to 
he up with 
the 
varsity next 
week.  
while Beedy and Ball are veteran Ram 
biers The starting backs are all veterans 
of a 
number of Rambler games Inane 
plated the 
entire came acainst Fresno 
Cal Junior
 Varsity 
Goal  
SRL  
PRESENTS
 
STATE
 
WITH
 
FOOTBALL
 
IJSED
 
IN 
BIG 
PACIFIC
 
CONTEST
 
,,ie,
 
Elmer  s. 
ot 
football  y   
to drive a - 
dispair.
 . 
the
 
very. 
.  
state  
packed  
to 
.t,  r 
dic  
Tigers No th.. 
proud 
to he  .. 
-111TeptitiOUN
 
(hat
 the 
winninc
 
so 
closely
 
connettt
 
nothing
 short ta 
, 
people
 we have 
arout   
a 
4a,  
Elmer
 feels 
real bad
 n 
What
 
does 
he 
do 
 II,
 , 
..t 
hhw-,
 
all 
those 
clandestine per
 ,,h. 
. 
rarnou*
 
debauched h,. 
chat 
he
 can 
take it 
an; 
(t.,,,,te.  
treasured
 pigskin  to ! 
tor posterity. or 
what l,   . 
Very  gallant 
action, 
Elmer'  Lk qua:
 
that  we 
had more
 hero- 
( nr 
t.oe 
ahead 
this  fine 
institution  ' 
And 
it  us 
all 
sincerely  hope 
that
 the 
near 
aleam-
ing 
public  is satisfied. 
but  w'e 
ako
 -ug-
eest
 that 
no one gloat 
1- 
Eitnr  
.ert 
Line 
Uncrossed 
to Date 
lacks. Gardner, and Moody in re,erve. 
 
With 
their 
goal  line 
uncrossed
 
e 
a 
good
 football
 
game  
nd a firm determination to knock 
GOAL
 LINE 
UNTARNISHED
 
over the Spartans uppermost in their
 
minds, Coach Jimmy Hole's re
-en-
forced Ca!ifornm Ramblers come to 
San Jose tomorrow afternoon bent 
on  mission of  
ge. 
This mission of 
revenee business is a 
hit 
involved, but somehow Or 
tither it 
ilippOSed
 to clear the Rambler record. 
You see. the only 
defeat which the 
Junior Var-ity let.s !tom Itl'rkeles hase 
STARTING
 LINEUPS 
San dose
 State 
Califorrnia 
Franc is REL Hay 
Simoni 
RTL 
Thompson
 
Collins RGL Beedy 
Meyer
 
Ball 
Sandholdt LGR 
Buehler  LTR Mallory 
Hubbard c) LER Woodhull 
Corbella  Dutrie 
Merl...Man RHL Moyer 
PUra
 LHR 
Welch  
Hines
 
Grilk 
; 0 setback at the hand 
tt Par 
in 
their 
first  game of the sea 
son 1 he Spartans beat  Pacific I: t 
Herne. if 
the Ramblers can triumph o. 
er San Jose they will be rated better 
than 
Pacific
 and 
their  record will be 
clear All of which is a trifle vague and 
fetthetl. but nevertheless me.
 l(ro 
 
111,a
 los 
Men's  Wear at 
Popular
 
rt.,,r 4 
Chain 
More
 
HENRY'S
 
MEN'S 
WEAR
 
H. 
liRATMON,
 Prop. 
Open 
Daily  0 a 
m.
 to 6 p.ns.
 
Monday  10 a m. to 
7 pm. 
33
 South 
First  Street
 
San  Jose, 
California  
. 
1 
REMEMBER
 
'WAY
 
BACK 
WHEN
 
PERMANENTS
 
TOOK
 
"HOURS"?
 
Today  
our  
(taro.
 
ri 
toeth.1.1.
 
sperklina.  %AMU?, 
give 
a 
permanent
 
WAVe  
III 
thili 
the  time it would require a 
few 
year%
 hack.
 
It's 
a 
hetter
 
perm,
 
 
 
lo every wa),
 
ttto  
And just 
see 
how 
our  
price
 compares 
t' 
f 1919! Permanent. 
including  
dompno.
 rinse,
 and 
finger
 
wve
 
SO 
ROSETTA
 
BEAUTY
 
SALON
 
Y.
 
W.
 
C.
 
A.
 
Bldg.
 
Bal. 
8289  
In the three games whit h Met' have 
played
 to date. the 
Rambler-  
have kept 
tht 
ir 
goal line free from 
tht 
myna(
 ing 
intentions  of 
their rivals. and thes are 
growing
 a bit pmud of this record It 
is their avowed intention to 
maintain 
this little mark of distinction
 against 
San 
Jose  no matter what the cost. In 
order to make 
doubly sure on this point 
the. are coming diosn
 from Berkeley 
e quipped with the services of 
all the 
 
.rit.  men Hill Ingram 
is not tak-
,-,. North with him for the Wash 
State
 Game.
 
I he major
 meson.
 of 
fr.,.  
for
 
this 
rIlli Int 
defensive
 record a he 
strong
 
 
erieneed
 
line
 w 
hit  h 11 tnilders  
Averaging
 
around
 I pounds 
, lel to end 
this foroan! 'sail is 
-Ina to 
give the Spartan-  
pl..tit, 
of 
t ends
 the 
Ramblers
 
have  
II,.
 
(.,  
c. 0 
Doll.
 and 
WoodhUll  
ith the' t..-
hilitt 
Matkey or 
Rob Brittineham
 
,nlinv down 
from the varsity. 
Hay.  in 
Hdition  to 
being a good end, is a 
tine
 
mter 
Rambler's strong points. Milo Mallory, 
the 215 pound, 6 foot 2 letterman who 
boxes in his spare time, leads the Cal-
ifornia
 lads 
at
 this position 
Batkinc  
him up are Darner'. Thompson, Luther, 
Wood, and Hector. 
none  of whom 
weigh under 100 pounds and all of 
of
 
whom
 
pack plenty of punch 
and ex-
isrience
 
PANELLA AT GUARD 
At guards, the Rambler, are also ex-
ceptionally stronc Pete Pendia and 
Crosby  Beedy are the 
regulars  
with 
P melte, who tips the beam at loO. 
really an exceptional player He ua, the 
individual star of the Rambler
 line at 
Fresno. making tackles all over the field. 
Many Spartans will rememla r him as 
Captain  of the Sacramento J 
C. team 
two year, ago. 
Vernal Ball and 
stocky Gene Buck-
ner are the guards. Both are 
light. Ball 
weighina 1)'S pounds and Buckner 165, 
but both 
are likewi-e the hard hittine 
-aryl,. type
 of pla.11 hOM 
k of 
weight does not make a grtat deal 
ref 
difference.
 
BACKFIELD 
STRENGTH 
Seven backfield men e.erried that Ram-
bler 
attack
 against 
Fri,110.1.,11
 it is ex-
pected that 
this  number nil! be ainr-
merited 
by
 everal 
well  
known 
varsity 
m,n for the jOiC gar, 
.,iart-
ing combination at 
Fresno 1,, ! hatriz 
at quarter, 
Nfoyer  at 
left
 
I. 
rieht half. anti 
Grilk at fO 
the 
ball 
carnina
 star 
ot 
(oiliest while Grilk, a ZOO pe 
quitted himself well. Smith at  
Eitel and Swabel at 
halves  also sas 
'ion 
against  Fresno. 
It has been 
rumored
 that Milo 1., . 
ling, 
varsity  letterrnan 
and former '-
Mateo J.C. fullback.
 may 
els,. 
le 
11 Ind to bolster up the Rambler se, 
I he 
tackle  positions are one of tht 
.netary
 
1N, 
.../5 " 
J 
er_ 
'111 
ANGORA
 
WOOL
 
DRESSES
 
$6"  
1. In five
 adorable 
styles.  
2.
 And, four 
swell  colors 
3. With a 
broad  shoulder
 
look that 
makes  a dress 
so 
definitely  new. 
4. With a 
soft hairy 
sur-
face 
to the wool
 that's 
so
 very 
smart  for
 Fall. 
5. 
A price 
that
 fits the 
old 
allowance.
 
Row 
Bros 
FIRST STREET 
at
 SANTA CLARA 
perturbed.  
very anat.
 tato d 
whole 
situation,  
although
 he api,ear
 very 
calm 
person  
alth,,,Th
 
knnu, he 
is a rntrt..r
   :oll 
ion
 and 
mile, 
rt.., 
: 
,isht  
prove
 
dancer  
In Mort 
.1 11,r 
',an) pl., 
pl.,
 
[I'LL PE : 
The 
Registrar's
 Office is still 
ho!ding a numb,: of 
photocopies 
for last quarter that
 have not 
been called for. Students who 
- have
 not made any attempt to 
obtain 
their  photocopies 
should 
call for them 
at once. 
40 E. San 
Ante-  
INTRODUCING
MR. 
RADEAUX 
SPECIALIZING
 IN 
COMBINATION  
WAVES  
soft lovely 
waves with 
ringlet WAVeS  
CALL BALLARI 
YOUR NEXT Al 
'4;
 
Shmpoo
 & 
Fenger 
Wis.-
Marcel
 
Eye 
Lash
 Dying 
Permnent
 
Was,  
St
 
00
 
S1.00
 
S1.00
 
82
 
50
 
Harriet
-Mae
 
Fial
 
7115
 
 
IL
 
SAM
 
BONGIORIVOPER:d
 ,NAl l'Y 
HAIRCUTTING
 
PAGE
 4 
-San 
Most 
&tat  
Colley  
Times
 
Richard  Hughes, 
Editor -in -Chief 
Dolores  
Freitas
   
Assistant  Editor 
Corrine
 
Kibler
   
Amstant 
Editor
 
Catherine
 
Woods   
Amistant 
Editor 
Steve 
Murdock   
Sports
 
Editor  
Evarit  Uhl
    
Copy 
DEPARTII4F-NT
 EDITORS 
Genev  Payne
   
Society
 
Harry 
Hawes    
Desk
 
Paul Lukas ..
  
Circulation
 
BUSINESS 
MANAGERS 
Frank Hamilton 
Jim 
Fit .....
 Id 
Phone Bal. 7 800 
or 
Bal. 11 89W
 
Times 
OfficeSan
 Jose, 
Californi 
Ballard
 7800 
Faculty .Vlviwr
 1/r. Carl 
Hollidar
 
Published .11001 day, except Idon 
day.  by the Associated 
Students  of San 
I 
meted 
as 
second
 class
 
matter  at 
:an  Jose
 
Postothee.  
STATE  
COLLEGE I 
I NIES, FRIDAY,
 OCTOBER 
20, 1933 
SEVENTEEN
 
STUDENTS  
MUST 
PAY EXTRA 
fEE 
Domestic
 
Science
 
Expert
 
Helps
 
Perplexed
 
Parents
 
How 
can  
I 
git  my 
baby 
to eat?" ,hould
 be 
made
 a 
plea', 
-What 
should 
I 
feed 
my 
child?" "How child, 
c3n I 
get 
my 
baby
 
to
 
mind?"
 
These 
problems  
of 
perplexed
 parents
 are con-
stantly
 
confronting
 hliss 
Verna Temple 
i,f 
the 
Home
 
Making
 
department.  That 
sounds
 as 
if 
it 
acre 
a test in enunci-
ation.
 
It
 
isn't  
though.  It's the 
work of 
'sident
 
students
 
registered
 
and  
paYing  became much 
more difficult. 
I do 
not 
satisfactorily.
 
Miss 
Temple
 
to 
answer these questions 
a 
tuition
 
of
 $42.17, of which $4.67 
is 
knna,  
that 
any of our own 
students
 
The 
nursery
 school of the home -
  the 
student  
body fee. The lase as 
pass-
 
failed  to 
conduct
 themselves 
properly  
making
 
deepartment
 aerves a three fold 
ed 
by the 
legislature
 states 
that teach-
ers 
college
 
students  who are not legal 77' 
last 
Saturday  night. 
purpose.
 It 
educates
 the 
parents as to 
residents  of 
California 
must pay 
$37.50  
but I do know 
that
 
what.
 why,
 and hose
 the shildren 
should  
each
 starter 
for the first
 year and
 $25. 
hundreds of 
°nisi&
 
lie fed and 
handled It gives the child 
a quarter 
each  successive 
year. If a 
  student 
has attained
 his 
majority  
and  
the
 
has 
lived 
in this state Pie 
one year 
prior 
to 
his 
registration in this 
college. 
he may 
establish 
residence  in 
Calif-
ornia
 
The  
legal 
residence of a minor is 
always
 that 
of 
his 
father, 
mother,  
or 
II, 
would  have
 
gotten  
a very 
poor  
im-
 
Mi5s 
Temple
 said that there are six 
legal
 
guardian.
 
preion id us One 
of the 
hazy 
ones  
rules  
to
 remember in teaching
 children
 
It is sometimes difficult 
to 
determine
 
sdhl.
 
"1-ou  can't do 
nothin'
 
us.now.
 
oi eat. First,
 the food 
must  be well 
the residence. of a student
 who
 
comes
 
The  
Wrieht Act
 has 
been 
busted."
 
cooked
 and
 must be served
 attractively. 
originally from another 
state.  
For
 
that
 
That's
 trueThe
 IA'right
 Act, and
 all
 
Second.
 
the 
food  must be served 
in 
purpose 
the 
University  of California
 
the  rest  of the laws 
which
 have 
been
 
small
 
portions.
 The 
third rule 
is an 
retains an 
attorney. 
Dr.  J. 
A. 
Burk-
 
protecting
 
decent  
people have been re. 
important  
one.  
Adults
 
should
 
eat
 all of 
man. 
Adviser  to 
California
 
State
 
pealed
 and we must 
meet  the situation
 
the
 foods 
served to the 
children
 and 
Teachers  
Colleges,
 
together
 with 
the as-
sistance
 of 
Attorney
-General  
Webb,  set-
 
in some other way. 
make 
only favorable comments. Fourth, 
There is no 
justification  for college 
it should always be assumed that the 
l'ress  of 
Globe 
Printing  
Co., Inc.
 
1418 
South 
First 
Street.  
San  Jose,
 Calif.
 
The 
World
 at 
Large
 
France has taken steps toward es-
tablishing a system similar to 
the NRA. 
It will be remembered that Mussolini
 
has created an organization of thh. 
type 
in Italy for the workers I- 1.412:5 idea 
seems
 to be 
catching 
   
Well. the royalists finally aon in the 
Siamese
 revolution 500 relic!. cre kil-
led and 1000 
wounded.  It seemed 
for 
a while as ii the 
giwertuncnt  
would  
be the 
losers.  
Hoaever,  the 
outlook
 now 
promises to be peaceful with the rebels 
on 
the run. It 
appears a5 
if my state-
ment that the flight
 of the leader would 
break down the 
morale  
of 
the 
rebels  
has 
proven
 
to be the 
case.  This 
bai 
happened a good many times in 
history.  
   
With hints of a military
 conspiracy. 
general
 strike, and martial law, 
things
 
looked vera. black in Austria.
 The 
world seems to be generally
 in a bad 
way . First a'as the Cuban 
revolution,  
then trouble in Germany' with the anti-
Jewish program and the Reichstag fire 
and Hitler. followed by the Siamese 
revolution. and the Soviet propagand 
Gus Standish Plans 
Barbeque  
and  Dance 
For Junior Members 
The 
date  
for
 the 
annual  
Junior  
Bar- , 
bone
 and dance haa 
hem announced 
as 
November
 
3. less 
than three weeks. 
away. 
The chairman ez 
the sirious 
committees.
 are 
as folio,-
 Ga.
 
Stan-
diah. 
general
 
chairman:  aaarge  Harri-
son. food; 
Bill Burt ti, kets' 
Ruth
 
Whidden  loco
 
ion  and 
ransporat ion ; 
Coryline  Haig. 
decarations; and Dun-
can 
Holbert.  
po',11,
 
The 
barbecue
 
art  
definitely
 NOT
 iie 
held 
at 
th,  Lion.-  Den. 
The 
loeaticn
 
committee is gourina Santa 
Clsra V.1 
ley 
for  a 
new 
and attractive place 
George 
Harrison.
 
chairman  
of the 
eats 
committer.
 
promiws a lu,cious
 
bath,
 
cued steak
 for 
everyone. with all 
the 
fixings. 
Keep Friday. November 3 open for 
one 
of 
the best times 
you  have 
ever 
harl. 
DeVore's  
Student
 
Group 
Meet  
Today
 
Miss
 
DeVorea
 (girls 
whose 
last
 names
 
begin 
with
 E. 
through
 
Kr
 Kindercar-
ten-Prirnari.
 
group
 will hold 
its first 
regular
 
meeting
 of the quarter at the 
home
 
of
 
Miss  
Uva 
Fulton.  886
 Hart-
ford
 
Ave.
 The 
meeting  
is to 
be 
held 
Monday
 
evening 
October  23. 
at 7 30 
P.M.
 
Refreshments
 will be 
served Your 
presence
 
is 
requested.
 
Girls 
that
 plan 
to 
attend will 
please 
sign
 
up 
on 
the 
main  
bulletin  board 
A 
Personality
Adah
 
Mae  
Rhoads
 
Self  
sufficiency.  
Unaffected
 
importance,
 Business 
woman,  
Spontaneous
 
humor,
 
Broad  
scope 
and 
understanding. 
 
 
 
A 
Great
 
Mind
"There's
 
a 
sob 
in 
ever).
 heart -string
 
if 
it's
 
touched
 
right
 " 
Ouida  
 
against  
Japan.
 and 
now the 
trouble 
in 
austria
 It 
certainly 
looks 
as
 if some-
thing 
drastic  will
 have 
to
 be 
done
 
soon. 
Hope  it 
doesn't
 have to 
be a war. 
We 
have enough
 on our 
hands  without
 
that.  
    
Secretary  of State
 Hull ha.s 
decided  
that 
the United 
States
 will remain 
on 
the 
sidelines regarding
 the Eurc,pean
 
aituation.
 unless the
 discussion 
changes  
from politics to 
dis'armaments. 
The pro-
gram  oi American 
isolation looks 
to be 
an extremely 
wise move. There is 
no uae 
butting in 
where  we aren't needed
 or 
wanted. 
  
The French Foreign 
Affairs Com-
' mission formally. 
pronounced the 
Four
 
Power  
Western European  Peace Pact 
almost dead. 
It was said that Germany's 
withdrawal 
frorn  the League of Nations 
and 
the League itself killed the pact. 
which
 was signed by 
France, Italy. 
Germany and 
Great Britain. 
Judgine 
from the present 
state  of affairs, the 
Pacifists
 will be a 
long while 
obtaining
 
!heir 
coveted
 wish 
of
 world peace. 
Students
 
Average  
One
 Program
 Change
 
For 
Every
 
Quarter
 
According
 
to figures 
given 
out  by 
the Revistrar's
 Office, 
practically  eve. 
student changes his 
program  once each 
quarter
 
These  figures are based upon 
the 
number 
of
 
change  of program 
cards  
used and
 not on any
 accurate 
check of 
indisidual 
student 
programs.
 
.1, 
mater of fact. 
many students 
do
 
change
 their
 programs 
at
 all, but 
othos 
make  enough 
changes to 
bring 
the average
 to approximately  one change 
per 
.turlent.  Sn far 
this quarter  
some  
nano. of 
program cards have 
rico  used 
Mr.  West 
states  that 
many  
,f them 
are  wasted. 
Enough of 
them 
reach the files.
 however. 
to
 change the 
kir 
-shame
 considerably. 
It is estim-
ated
 that 
approximately
 half of 
the 
dasient-
 
chanued their 
programs
 so far 
this quarter, some
 of 
them
 many times. 
Dr.  
Freeland
 
Serves
 
As 
City  
Consultant
 
Geonte E 
Freeland
 
has served
 as 
isimultant
 
cities  
and 
counties  
on 
rourses 
of study
 
He has
 been consul-
tant 
ill Santa
 C:ruz
 County,
 San 
Joa-
quin
 
County.  
Santa
 Cruz.
 Walson%ille, 
Sacramento.
 and
 
Stockton.
 
This 
year he 
advisine  in 
San 
Joa-
quin
 
County  
and 
Stockton on 
readinft
 
and arithmetic.
 
The Sacramento
 
English  
course and 
the San 
Joaquin 
social
 
studies
 course 
have 
been  
rated 
in the Teacher's
 
Col-
lege of Columbia
 
University
 a.s standing 
at the top 
cif  the 
liat nf courses
 of study 
throughout
 
the 
United  States 
_ 
NOTICE
 
All 
persons
 who 
have  
not re-
ceived 
invitation  
to
 
the
 
Com 
!Tierce party rny
 
have  
them  
by 
sking id Dr 
StaFflebach's
 
office
 
Just 
Among  
Ourselves  
The  passing of the
 new ruling by 
the 
State 
Legislature  
concerning  
the pay-
ment 
of 
an
 extra
 fee by 
non-resident
 
NateThis  
column is personal
 
be 
students
 
affects only 
a few of 
our
 stu- 
Mertz
 the president
 and 
the 
college 
dents.
 
Outorstate  students
 registered
 in 
Out,iders
 are 
requested  
not 
to 
snake  use] 
the junior college 
are not required 
to of thr material.
 
pay 
the  fee. 
This 
quarter  
there  are 17 non
-re-  
, 
The 
problem
 of 
evening  
dances  
has  
tles
 local
 
problems.
 
Iota  
Delta
 Phi
 
Meets  
At Cavala
 Home
 
Members of 
'Iota  Delta 
Phi,
 Fri. rich 
honorary  
society, 
held 
their  
reaular
 
Monday
 
evening  
meeting  
thia 
week  
at
 
the 
home 
of 
MiSs  
Evelyn  
Cavala,  
on 
West  
Santa  
Clara  
Street.  
Plans  
for the
 
'ear's 
activities
 
acre  
discussed
 
and 
it 
was
 
decided 
that the society
 would
 
start 
Working  on a 
French 
play.  "Ces 
Dames 
Aux Chapeaux
 Verts" 
This  play 
was 
recently  
presented  in 
the Prends
 
Theater
 in San 
Francisco. 
under the 
direction 
of Mr. 
Andrew  
Ferrier,  and 
several
 of the 
members  of 
the local 
honor  society 
were in 
attendance.
 It 
is a humorous
 three -act 
play and will 
be the most
 ambition, 
project the 
rnllege  
French 
group 
has  yet 
undertaken  
The cast 
requires  six women
 and five 
men.
 which 
will  provide 
a splendid 
apportunity 
for the 
members
 of the 
iociety.
 It 
is hoped
 that
 the 
play
 will 
ready for
 presentation 
by the close 
of
 the Fall Quarter 
or early. in the 
Winter Quarter. At 
the close of the 
tusiness  aession 
Mrs.  Anna Kriesfeld
 
read the first 
act  of the play 
aloud to 
the 
group. Mrs. 
Kriesfeld
 is an 
alumni 
member
 of Iota 
Delta  
Phi 
and will 
have a 
prominent part 
in the forth-
coming 
production.
 
Mr.  Wesley God-
dard and al,-  dly 
Byrd
 acre
 guests. 
- 
Joint 
Meeting  Y. W. 
Y. M. 
Planned  Monday 
I 
1.(2  A 
am!  
1'
 (' A st ill 
hold a joint cabinet 
meeting  next Mon-
day, 
October
 
2; at 7 JO at the 
home 
of 
Dr.
 and Mrs 
DeVoss
 
to 
discus%
 plans 
for 
the first 
cnnference of 
man 
and  
men at Asilomar during the last part of 
the 
Christmas  hollidays. 
In the past there have been Asilomar 
,onferences for women during the 
 :rimer
 hnllidays, and for the men dur-
au: the Christmas holliday a The new 
 lan will be an interesting experience 
tar college men and women to 
meet  in 
ronference.  
Bel Canto, 
Women's
 Glee 
Club, Holds 
Tea Today 
This aftemoon 
at the lovely Twelfth 
Street 
home 
of Miss 
Manzaret  
Gamble, 
Bel Canto. San Jose State's women's 
glee club,
 svill hold it% 
quarterly
 tea 
Guests
 
at
 
the tea will
 be the 
faculty,  
members  of the glee 
club, and their 
friends Durina the 
afternoon, a musi-
cal program
 will be 
njoyed
 and the 
hostesses  
expect 
to
 welcome
 many 
friends.
 both alumni
 and active 
mem-
bers 
Thi, tea 
is one 
of
 the high
 lights 
of 
the 
oraanizatinns  
social 
season
 and 
is 
held
 each quarter
 at the home
 of one 
of the 
members 
Bel Canto's
 facuhy 
.dviser  and 
director 
is
 Miss 
Lowry  
child will eat his food.
 Fifth, the par-
'h.'s',  unless
 theY 
giVe
 OUr own stu-
dents
 a good time 
unless in f 
ct the 
, ents should not allow 
the child to US! 
a , 
actually, contribute
 
to
 the 
social 
clever
 
th, 
.casion
 as 
an
 opportunity
 to show 
opment of 
our.own  
young  
men and
 
a, 
r And I meal tint, 
men.
 We are interested in the 
gen, 
good. 
and  I doubt very 
much if a 
P_ 
Lmands
 for Junior 
can obtain
 that objective
 through ckal
 
iiigh 
Credentials  
ling parties whichh 
begin  at ten o'clo... 
which  are Idatantly. 
artificial,  and OM: 
Changed by College 
, attract
 a 
whole  legion of 
outsiders, 
mat... 
_ 
4.1 them unwelcome. 
Recent legislation
 has 
changed  to 
' I am not willing to 
have
 college
 
pro-
 
-iime  
extent the
 scope 
of the junior 
high
 
perty used for such purposes. I have 
credential. Heretofore 
the junior 
a feeling that our parties have deter -
high credential 
has  
been 
valid only in 
iorated considerably since we permitted 
a junior high school.
 Under the new 
outsiders  to come in upon a small pay-
ment, and since we 
thought
 it 
ad-
 
legislation
 persons securing junior high 
visable
 to 
make  
college parties self- 
school
 credentials  after July 1, 1933, 
supporting. It is neces.sary for us to get 
may: teach in the seventh, eiehth and 
back to our previous plan of restrict -
ninth
 treacles only in 
elementary  or sec -
ilia college
 dances to students and their 
personal gOests. In order to get rid 
 
0 e 
of the unwelcome 
gang of stags. credential may
 not teach in the tenth 
erade  of a junior high school. although 
of whom we have never seen before, 
Junior
 
high 
credentials issued prior to 
staas will 
not  be admitted hereafter. 
August 21.
 103.3. included this 
authorize 
Admission will be by student body and 
identification
 card, only. A student nsav.h". 
The
 change really broadens the %cope 
, bring one 
guest tor whom a charge 
. 
4,1 the 
credential  considerably, as there 
75c will be made  The
 number of even -
is much more opportunity for a person 
ina parties each quarter will 
be limited 
tradi in a 
seventh.  eighth or ninth 
Pi three I hope all students 
interested 
arade not in a junior high school or 
in esenina ',deli, in the 
campus
 will 
ganization than in the tenth grade of 
iooperate with to make these plans
 
Avreed, You 
are only injuring the a 
3"ninr
 sch°°1' 
The terminology has also been chang-
cause and jeopardizing
 your student 
ed 
somewhat.  Heretoiore
 
the 
-junior
 
body membership when 
you let some 
hiah school" credential has 
been cal, 
one 
else use your earn. 
Incidentalle.
 two 
onls.
 
in the
 
junior
 high OP, ! 
cards were 
confiscated  last week .at.the 
'game  If these 
parties cannot
 be kept 
decent and 
limited
 to bona 
fide guests, 
evening parties
 will be 
abolished  on the 
ground
 that they ;and 
to spot the good 
name
 of the college,
 and do not 
in any 
way 
contribute 
to the attainment
 of 
college 
objectives. 
Afternoon  dances from
 4 to 6 will be 
held 
every two weeks.
 
Good
 
MUFir  Will 
lie provided 
and  a proaram
 carried
 
out 
Students only'. na auests 
It may be 
necessary  to make a lOs 
charge
 
once
 
a month to 
help 
out on the
 
funds.
 
These  
afternoon dances
 meo the situation 
Pir  
a mast many
 commutine students
 who 
cannot attend 
evening dances.
 Where 
students only 
are present. 
where  the 
cost is nothing, where it 
is
 not 
neces-
sary to 
provide an auto
 and flowers and
 
dinner 
afterwards. 
many a young
 man 
who 
otherwise  wouldn't 
think  
of it. 
finds it 
within  his 
relf-respect  tn 
at
 
tend. 
It's  a shame to 
deny a svholesome
 
pleasure to 
so rnany of 
our people 
just 
twcause 
of
 the 
unwholesome  
customs  
"eeneral
 junior 
hiah 
seri, it 
ial has been issued 
to persot,- ,,, , . 
for both the general elementary and 
junior hiah school credentials Here 
after the credential for the seventh, 
eighth and ninth grades will be called 
the -general junior high school and 
eeneral elemental" credential" 
NOTICE 
A meeting of the Trinity Stu-
dents' will he 
held on Tuesday. 
October 24 in room 153 at 11 
o'clock.
 Mr. B. D. 
Weigh  will 
speak on "Christian SociI 
Ethics." All students and 
faculty
 
are invited to 
attend. 
wa, 
rather a grand sucrera  
Certainly
 
the  spirit 
of
 the people
 is behind 
the 
Pre,ident in 
his great effort.
 
Our  band 
did a fine 
job 
Saturday.
 
Plenty of life
 there and 
good  entertain-
ment 
That
 new drum 
major.
 or 
do von 
call him 
a clown, was
 an entertainment
 
which have grown 
up
 
around
 
evening
 
:all  
by 
himself.  
dances 
In many 
colleges and
 
univer
 
Are  
you going 
to be 
able  to 
afford
 
sPies. 
afternoon
 
dances 
arr a grand
 
suc-
 
a 
dollar  to 
attend
 our Concert
 Series? 
Wednewlay
 noon dances 
in 
the 
The
 music people 
have  
arranged  for 
Quad 
will
 be 
continued.
 So we'll 
trY  
three outstanding 
artists You 
can't  
find 
t hat
 . 
a belief
 bargain 
anywhere.  
If
 it is pos-
Please accept my 
thanks for 
coming  sible, please buy 
your 
ticket  
riaht  assay 
out
 to 
that 
parade. 
I Just had
 to go, 
and thus 
assure 
the  
success
 of the ef 
and 
it was awfully decent of all of you
 fort.
 It 
takes  a lot 
of wnrk 
to
 put 
over  
to keep me 
cnmpany.  It 
would certainly a series 
like that. Those
 in 
lharge are 
have 
been  an 
embarrassment
 
for 
me to doing
 a fine college
 
service  
and  de -
he 
following
 the hand 
alone 
The  parade 
serve  our  
support.  
es got
 in or carried
 
a 
eontact 
socially  
with  
a group that 
on 
their own
 
par-
 timid
 
not  
otherwise  
be had. It gives
 
ties in autc,s as 
near 
girl  
students
 in the Home Making de -
as they 
could  to 
the
 
partment
 an opportunity
 to leam in 
gym. A .stran-
 
practice
 aa well as in theory' the proper 
ger passing along
 
rare
 and feeding
 of the
 
child.  
San Carlos or Four- 
Six Rules 
Childs's
 
Men 
At
 the 
college  
nursery
 -, 
charge  
is 
made  
for  the
 noov
 
of 
the 
babies
 .who
 are
 cared
 
.a sample
 menu follows:
 
Setae  
tomato
 
juice,
 
buttered
 spina,
 
celery,  
fruit 
cup, 
germ -of
-wt. 
whims.  
cup  of 
milk.
 and 
giti. 
The meal is served
 
in 
col. 
Mid 
must 
eat  all 
of
 one 
com  
being 
served
 with 
the next.
 
This  group
 of 
children
 it.  
sery
 school
 is 
limited
 to 
two.:  
present
 time 
there is 
a wain' 
forty.. The age 
limit 
of 
thi, 
from fifteen 
months
 
to 
four  y: 
Temple 
stressed 
the fact 
th.. 
not a 
kindergarten
 group.
 Sh 
emphatically
 that 
this was 
a 
group.
 started 
to 
prepare
 thm 
Pir  their coming
 school 
years.
 
 
Purpose
 Told 
Through  
this
 nursery 
ing,
 the children
 will 
acquir,
 
giving  habits and 
become 
to 
being in contact
 with otho 
own age
 They. 
ail! 
develop
 Ira 
and healthy
 males 
and  fen, 
good
 minds,
 and 
then they w.. 
colleae
 At college
 the).
 WIli 
hypocrites
 and 
laugh  weakly
 but I., 
ily 
at all instructors' 
ancient 
pc,
 
.,! 
weak 
witticisms,
 
thinking
 to 
a 
;..- 
:,radr in th. 
Future  
Activities
 of 
Black 
Masque
 Arc
 
Planned
 at 
Mt,.t  
 
lilack 
Masque,
 Senior Warm r 
Society,
 held its first 
meeting
 1: 
ahoy plana for the Novemle 
ing and other future activities 
cussed.
 
The society, whose plans and act C.  
arc very secretive, being known 
to members. 
is composed of 
twi.14
 
Pie 
women whose
 scholastic 
a,
 r 
high and who 
participate.  in a 
extra -curricular activities
 each year 
Miss Helen Dimmick and Miss 
(.1..r  
Flinn- are permanent faculty. athi-,7i 
of
 
the
 
group,
 and 
each 
year onr 
bee of the faculty is chosen as an h 
orary
 
niember. This 
year 
Dr. 
Dor,  
Kaucher
 is the faculty 
member.
 V  
member,' of 
Black 
Masque  
are 
1.1,  ..% 
Foniara, president;
 
Marla
 Van s. 
siee
 president : Jean 
Hawley,
 sec,.
 7 
I-410.1 
Koehler.  
treasurer;
 Betty
 al 7. 
dlumni secretary 
; Edith Boa-sa.  
er; 
Betty  Biddle, Mildred 
Mile:-
Rabertine
 Pace, 
Florence 
Sear-
WAtanahe, and Ruth 
Raymond.  
Socialist Leader 
Speaks  
To 
Students
 
i 
Continued  from Page 
One
 
14::-
 
iniernos.
 
In 
an inters
 iew 
that 
prei,.!. 
spiv.
 h, 
Thomas
 denied  that 
the
 
Nai  
Deal 
had 
arri.nlidished
 all 
0. . 
.4 idlist 
party.
 had 
incornorated
 
C.,: 
presidential 
campaign  
Wile.. 
alear 
Itlandianl
 
leaving
 
th.   - 
4ialid  
party for the 
Demorrati,
 
horna
 mid 
that 
[Remillard  
had 
the So, 
ialists
 but 
had 
not 
joined
 
the  
ranks 
of the
 
Democrats.
 
Thorns,
 
-del  
that 
he 
thinkg 
lilanshard
 
makm., 
:rave
 
mistake in 
rating  
the 
may
 
rac 
in 
New  York 
over the
 
Hlanshard, who 
collaborated
 
a.th  
Thomas
 in writing 
"%Vhat's
 
the 
Mat-
ter 
With 
!Sew 
Vont?" 
left 
the
 
Soiali,t
 
party
 to join those
 
backing  
Major l -s" 
Guardia.
 the fusion
 
candidate
 
for 
ma:or
 
HOPE 
AI.LARIO
 
SHOWER
 
A 
surprise
 
linen  
shower
 
was 
given 
last 
Saturday  at 
the  
home
 
of
 
Floren,.
 
JeiNell 
by 
Black 
alasques
 
in 
honor
  
: 
Hope
 
Allario who 
is 
to 
become
 
!trifle 
of 
James 
Tormey.
 
Following
 a buffet
 
supper
 
the 
rill -
\ten. 
born  
in 
on a 
silver
 
platter
 
1, 
decorations
 
were
 in 
the  
auturne
 
Tho, 
present  
besides
 
the  
hfed, 
Hope 
Alario 
v.ere  
Dimmirk.
 
Nli-.  
Mi..,  Hansen. 
MIS5  
ROI
 
San:li
 
kith!, 
Mks Jean 
Sterlinc.
 
Nli
Oldham.
 
and  
Mrs.
 
Jessie
 
Apid.-:.trth
 
